
Site Name -  Foulis Castle    Parish - Kiltearn(Ross and Cromarty)     Region - Highland 
 
NGR -  NH 58865 63948   NMRS No. -  NH56SE 22 
 
Site type/Class -  Circular earthwork             Recorded by - NOSAS 21.01.06 
 
This site was visited in 1965 and 1976 and was thought unlikely to be a motte on these 
occasions, but recent removal of rhododendrons has probably revealed its true regular shape 
to a greater extent. It would appear to be very much a man-made feature and most likely a 
motte. 
The site is situated on the south west bank of a small stream, the Burn of Foulis, within a 
wooded dell, 150m west of Foulis Castle. The old “coach road” passes close by and formerly 
continued round the northwest side of the Castle. The road was re-aligned to its present 
position about 200 years ago. The general area is southeast facing and slopes gently to the 
Cromarty Firth. It is farmed on an intensive scale. 200m to the southwest of the site and also 
on the line of the old road there are the overgrown and much wasted remains of a chapel 
NMRS No                The circular earthwork is at a point where the stream bends away to the 
northeast and then back to enclose a flat area at the foot of the earthwork. The removal of the 
rhododendrons also revealed an alignment of large boulders around the base of the 
earthwork. These are thought not to be contemporary with the occupation and use of the 
earthwork.  
 
Description 
The earthwork is a roughly circular, flat topped mound measuring c.32m at its base. The top is 
c.19m in diameter and is slightly raised to the west, where there are some large trees growing. 
The vestiges of a possible earth bank in the NW segment of the summit area are just visible. It 
is roughly 10m in length, 0.8m in width and runs from NW to SE.  
The sides of the mound fall 
away very uniformly to all 
sides. They are 3m in height in 
the eastern half of the feature, 
grading to 1m in a small arc on 
the southwest side, where it is 
adjacent to the field and the 
higher ground.  
There is very little evidence of 
a ditch to the southwest, 
although the field wall, is on a 
slightly raised bank. 
No other features were noted. 
No banks, ramps or entrances 
 
 


